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Address Novelprint 
AV. Dracena, 450 
05329-000 Sao Paulo

Country Brazil

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Novelprint positioning as a full service provider is strongly supported by its in-house lamination, print and label application business units
called NovelTech. 

The NovelTech labelling head can be coupled to packaging, filling, boxing and sealing machines. Applies pressure sensitive labels on: cans, cardboard
boxes, film, plastic and glass, may be used to apply labels and back labels of the following types: multi-pack labels, ampoule labels, air jet labeling,
and cap labels.

Equipped with step motor and state of the art electronics, ensuring precision and reliability in label applications  
Custom designed for the needs of high volume, fast, long run industries. Stepper motor and a high-tech electronic control provide enhanced reliability
and precision to the labeling process  

Adaptable to any production line and technical assistance is constantly provided.

Company Profile of Novelprint

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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